VENUE:
The Spanish Football Association (RFEF), Ciudad del Fútbol, Avda. Ramón y Cajal s/n, 28232, Las Rozas, Madrid, Spain.

LANGUAGES:
Simultaneous interpreting into English and Spanish.

REGISTRATION:
There are only a limited number of places available at the 7th Congress. Registration must be completed by 29 September 2017, by means of a bank transfer of €550.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURE:
1) Please remit payment by bank transfer to the RFEF account at Banco Español de Crédito (Banesto) indicated below. The person making the booking should indicate their name.
From Spain:
Current account: 0030 8186 09 0001079271

From abroad:
IBAN: ES83 0030 8186 0900 0107 9271
SWIFT: BSCHESMMXX

2) Please send a copy of the bank transfer confirmation, together with your personal details (name, surname, address, telephone number and contact email address) to Álvaro de Miguel (admissions manager): email legal@rfef.es. Please enter “7th International Congress on Football Law” in the subject line.

3) Registration is subject to confirmation by the organisers, which will be provided on or after 6 October 2017. If no places are available, registration fees will be refunded in full.
More than ten years have elapsed since the Spanish Football Association (RFEF) staged the inaugural International Congress on Football Law. Sometimes complex, the links between football and law have continued to develop rapidly ever since, making an open debate about these connections even more necessary.

It is with this desire to continue the analysis of the various issues that are inextricably linked by our two burning passions – football and law – that we have the pleasure of presenting the 7th International Congress, to be held in Madrid on 17-18 November 2017.

I wish you a very warm welcome.

Kepa Larumbe. Head of Legal Affairs, RFEF